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Digital commerce has increased significantly across all sectors, notably thrifting, which has become one of the most
tremendous shifts in the retail industry. Business models like Rent the Runway and Patagonia Worn Wear are
reimagining clothing ownership, and combatting the the negative environmental impacts of fast fashion, one of the
world's most pollutive industries (NPR). In fact, the resale market is thriving with a projected $80 billion revenue by 2029
(Locke). This is due, in part, to the 80% of Gen Z consumers who see no stigma attached to secondhand shopping
(NPR). The accelerated growth of the secondhand market inspired the creation of Opal, the first VE firm to buy and sell
preloved clothing. 

The pandemic sparked the transformation of online thrifting from a niche market to a mainstream industry. Financial
pressures on consumers including soaring inflation rates are driving the popularity of secondhand apparel. Clothing has
seen an overall price increase of 6% in the past year (Leonhardt.) Price increases are disproportionately affecting those
who live paycheck to paycheck, making it even harder to make ends meet. Worldwide, energy prices are skyrocketing
and people are gravely concerned about the cost of everyday items. Record breaking inflation of gas is altering people's
shopping habits, favoring online purchases to be more mindful of gas usage. 

Climate change has been another key catalyst supporting resale fashion - people are starting to see and understand the
impact greenhouse gases have on the planet. Throughout 2021, this impact was felt through a series of natural
disasters from unseasonal flooding to devastating wildfires. In California, the second largest fire, the Dixie Fire,
consumed 964,000 acres of land (NOAA). Colorado experienced a firestorm that destroyed nearly 1,000 homes,
businesses and other buildings while tens of thousands of residents evacuated (Insider). The U.S. Climate Extremes
Index for 2021 soared 115 percent above average (NOAA). One of the culprits is clothing, which account for around 4%
of global carbon emissions (Locke). Yet, in the past  decade, by buying used apparel, 116 billion pounds of CO2 was
displaced (EPA)! Accessible re-commerce sites like Opal could enable the apparel industry to cut around 286 billion
pounds of GHG emissions (McKinsey et. al). 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In addition to providing consumers with unique, affordable fashion, Opal offers the opportunity for individuals to earn
extra income through our consignment program. Aggressive consignment rates, starting at 40%, make Opal an
attractive choice for individuals to resale their apparel. Opal's preloved clothing is curated into clothing bundles and
singular items. We offer three pricing tiers: Pearl, Jade & Ruby. These tiers ensure accessibility is never a problem
for our consumers who can be weary to spend money during such an uncertain time. Achieving a balance between
affordability and sustainability is the next big opportunity for brands to break new ground. In fact, sustainable
products and services out-preformed their conventional counterparts across 36 categories in 2020. In 2021, total
sales of eco-conscious items surpassed that of consumer packaged goods (Kronthal-Sacco). Ultimately, many
customers weigh the good of the planet with their financial necessities when making purchase decisions. This
further validates the current and future success of Opal. 

Opal's online fashion exchange provides male, female, and unisex clothing. Opal obtains inventory in "new" or "like
new" condition. Items that do not meet Opal’s quality requirements can either be donated to a non-profit
organization, or mailed back to the seller for a $10 shipping fee. Market research concluded that 95% of sellers
would prefer to have their garment donated instead of returned. Inventory that is not sold within 90 days is flagged to
be donated to Maureen's Haven and other outreach programs supporting people who are experiencing
homelessness. These charitable actions support Opal's B, or benefit corporation status. Another source of inventory
acquisition at Opal is through business partnerships with several clothing retailers including Tola, Mixology and Nibi.
Opal purchases excess inventory from the aforementioned retailers at the end of each season at a cost of 5% of the
item's retail price. Opal then resells these items on our online platform.

As stated previously, Opal is a B corporation, funded through debt-based financing. This has allowed Opal to
maintain the majority of our equity and secure a steady operational cash flow. As an online exchange platform with a
low cost structure, Opal has a favorable average markup of $32 per unit. As a result of a strong advertisement
campaign and our presence at the East End Trade Show, Opal is proud to announce that we broke even in December
2021, after selling $127,000 in products. 

Opal's significant achievements in our first fiscal year reflect the dedication and hard work of our twenty talented
employees. The entire team at Opal is focused on creating value for customers and sellers despite the ongoing
challenges brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic and rising inflation rates. Opal remains true to our mission of
making meaningful and sustainable changes to help create better future for our employees, customers, consignors,
and other stakeholders.
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Over the past year, many consumers faced empty shelves,
escalating bills, and shortages in everyday services. While the
Covid-19 crisis started with lockdowns impacting
manufacturing workers, which slowed the flow of goods and
raw materials, the apparel sector was left undisturbed. In fact,
lockdowns left people struggling to get rid of their clothing
ethically, which contributed to the 13 million tons of textile
waste produced annually (Portela). In fact, only 15% of apparel
is donated or recycled (Beall). 

These alarming statistics were the basis for Opal. Opal
provides a viable solution to reduce the large amount of
pollution and waste caused by the fashion industry. Opal
purchases high-quality pre-loved apparel that would have likely
ended up in landfills. This sustainable alternative provides
consumers with an eco-conscious option for repurposing their
clothing, resulting in a healthier planet. Opal's business model
supports our vision of a better, greener world. 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Opal was created to fill a void in the VE market as the first VE business to provide a resale clothing
platform. Additionally, Opal donates unsold clothing to at-risk communities, such as HelpSuffolk and

Maureen's Haven to further the life of each garment.

$100B

$50B

$84B

$40B

2030
Resale and Traditional Thrift 
Fast Fashion

Secondhand shopping is expected to 
increase 2X greater than fast fashion  

2020 GlobalData Market Sizing Estimates  

The pandemic has resulted in a fundamental shift in how people think about their sense of agency over their lives,
which is shown by the continued rise of the side-hustle economy. Technology has made it less risky to seek out new
income streams. In the U.S., people earn an average of $10,972 a year from working side-hustles (Locke). Depop, a
fashion resale site launched in 2011, was recently bought by Etsy for $1.625 billion and powers 1.7 million small
businesses (Etsy). Paired up with taking on part-time gigs, were consumers' preferences for sustainable shopping.
Globally, willingness to pay for sustainable products or services is highest in the U.S. at 42 percent, demonstrating
there is a market for mission-driven green companies (Pope). The rise of sustainable companies and increasing
consumer awareness has transformed thrifting into a viable, $28 billion industry (Thomas). Opportunities to create
and adapt shopping services to support this next generation of consumers and sellers is the main focus of Opal. 

CUSTOMER EMPATHY

SOLUTION STATEMENT



Short Term Long TermMid Term
Capture a 5% share of the online thrift

market by the end of 2023.
Expand our product line to include

children's garments.

Partner with sustainable
packaging companies to cut
carbon emissions by 2024.

 Procure 75% of all electricity
from renewable sources by 2030;

Become climate positive by
2038.
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P
Purposeful

A
Actionable

T
Trackable

C
Continuous

MISSION STATEMENT

"Inspiring customers to build an eco-friendly wardrobe
with pre-loved clothing."

Opal has implemented the PACT method to structure our goals. PACT provides a solid goal setting framework
for our employees to follow. Through this method, Opal is able to ensure our goals are meaningful and adhere
to our values. Additionally, this system requires goals to be attainable, meaning they are actions that are in our
control to achieve directly; not some number we are hoping our company reaches based on an outside
occurrence. Lastly, it is critical that company goals are constantly monitored, tracking progress through
periodic audits. This goal system has allowed Opal to make a PACT with stakeholders and supporters, honoring
our values and remaining dedicated to our stated goals. 

GOALS

Opal Children's Apparel Launch  



Avery Allen
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Brooke Berterello 
CFO

Bobby Hill
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Analyst
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Lagatolla

Web Designer
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CTO
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CMO

Jessie Dunn
CPO 

Abbie Jarzombek
Marketing Specialist
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Valerie Finke
CEO

Molly Mensch
Marketing Specialist

Andre Insalaco
Accounts Payable 

Specialist

Anthony Donato
Financial Analyst

Thomas Smith
Graphic Designer

Vincent Pesce 
Sales Representatives
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James Daniels
Office Manager

Mason Sattler
PR Specialist

Olivia Galway
Events Planner

Cole Delprete 
Sales Representatives 

Owen Spizzuco
Sales 

Representatives

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
Opal has implemented a circular organizational structure for our firm. A circular flow breaks from the traditional top
down hierarchy model, promoting constant communication and decision making throughout the firm. As evident in
the organizational chart graphic, the management team exists in the center of the company, spreading their vision
outward to all employees. The circular structure encourages collaboration amongst all employees and departments,
resulting in clarity of departmental processes and company goals. 

Opal cross-trains employees, so that in the situation that an employee is out, we can easily shift team members to
ensure that necessary tasks are effectively completed. Opal has six departments including: Finance, Technology,
Marketing, Human Resources, Sales and Logistics. Department placement is based on each employee's knowledge,
skills, and strengths. Frequent team meetings and semi-monthly team building activities have fostered positive
working relationships amongst employees, strong employee morale, and a cooperative work environment.

Founded in October 2021 at Westhampton Beach High School, Opal is a for-profit online thrift store that provides a
varied collection of quality, pre-loved clothing. All excess and unsold clothing bought by Opal is donated to local
shelters and outreach programs. In keeping with our commitment to positively impact people and the planet, Opal was
established as a B corporation. After conducting the extensive B Impact Assessment, Opal's independent evaluation
resulted in a commendable score of 110. This favorable score represents our firm's promise to benefit employees,
customers, communities, and the environment through our actions and words. In addition to alleviating the harmful
affects of fast fashion, Opal strives to sustain our goal of keeping discarded apparel out of landfills. As fast fashion is
becoming more prevalent in society than ever before, Opal is a much needed alternative in the fashion industry,
furthering the trend of making ethical fashion choices. 

COMPANY OVERVIEW
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SWOT ANALYSIS  

S
W

O T
- Affordable 
  products
- Strong profit 
  margin
- Abundance of 
  consignment 
  Inventory

 

- Expand to 
  international  
  market
- Enter the rental  
  fashion industry
- Enter children's
  apparel resale    
  market

- Data privacy  
  issues
- Supply chain
  logistics
- Consumers
  wary of
  greenwashing

- Dependence on 
   consigners
- Startup firm with
   inexperienced  
   employees
- Logistical
  obstacles

 

Opal offers reasonable prices and an up front payment system for consignors, all while maintaining strong profit
margins. In regards to weaknesses, the logistics of sorting, inspecting, pricing, and selling consigned apparel has
been quite challenging to master.Opal’s reliance on consumers to sell clothes can be rather risky. This is why Opal
has entered into partnerships with several retail stores to sell us their end of season inventory. This action will
safeguard our constant inventory stream and provide more "new with tags" options in our resale platform. 

Opal has identified an opportunity to enter the rental fashion industry, giving our customers access to high-end luxury
items for life’s special occasions. The thrift industry is currently growing at a rate never seen before. Opal recognizes
the benefits of expanding our product lines to enter the children's resale market. Opal is wary of privacy threats
associated with the personal data of our consumers and utilizes anti-malware and encryption software for added
protection. Supply chain logistics including shipping delays and escalating gas prices are additional threats for Opal
to proactively address.

Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats



COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS

Within the VE world the firm Horizon - a clothing subscription company -
is most similar to Opal with the sale of their “Vintage Clothing Bundle''
which offers a personalized selection of second-hand clothing. However,
Opal’s inventory makeup is entirely sourced of preloved garments,
providing a more eco-friendly way to shop for unique garments.

Additionally, the firm Eco Friend - an eco-conscious clothing brand - may
also be similar to Opal’s business model. However, after looking through
Eco Friend’s policies, we found that their inventory is made up of donated
garments. As a for profit business, we feel it is unethical for Eco Friend
to resell an item that has been given to the company via donation. 
Opal continues to stand out amongst our competitors, receiving positive
customer feedback and maintaining our strong commitment to social
and environmental causes. 

Outside of the VE world, we face competition from major corporations such as TheRealReal, ThreadUp, Tradsey,
and Poshmark. Opal stands out from competitors by offering high payout rates to consigners - a range between
30%-70% of the garments fair market value - towering over our competitors which offer low payouts starting at only
5%. Additionally, our "money-up-front" method is most desirable to customers, as they receive their payout after
processing instead of after the garment has been sold on our website. Lastly, at Opal we provide not only women's
clothing, but men's and unisex clothing, which promotes inclusivity and pushing the consignment industry beyond
gender barriers. 
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The Coronavirus Pandemic and other recent economic factors may have led to negative impacts on our startup
firm.The current shipping issues have caused major logistical issues nationwide. The prolonged process of
receiving inventory shipments from individual sellers by mail, may cause a delay in our inspection, pricing, and
preparation process. This potential delay has led our Logistics Team to obtain additional inventory in-bulk from
larger retailers through purchasing agreements (see Appendix pages 26-28). By doing so, we are able to maintain
a steady flow of unique inventory for our customers. Not only do shipping delays cause a problem on Opal's
procurement end, but customers may notice late shipping dates when ordering through our website. To combat
this issue, we have partnerships with multiple companies such as USPS, UPS, and FedEx to use a variety of
carriers if one is experiencing a vast amount of traffic.

CURRENT ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Shipping Disruption 

Major Logistical Issues 

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) is less optimistic about economic development in the Eurozone and is
also more cautious than it was in October 2021, which is why it lowered the forecast for the current year by half a
percentage point to a gain of +3.9%. For 2022, the IMF predicts an increase in economic performance of +3.5%.
The IMF economists have also lowered their growth expectations for Germany. They now expect GDP to rise by
4.2 % in the current year – 0.8 percentage points less than five months earlier – followed by 1.6 % in 2023 (IMF).
Although the German government has done comparatively well so far in managing the COVID-19 pandemic, the
IMF did not anticipate the Russian-Ukraine conflict which resulted in Germany backing sanctions on Russia,
despite Germany importing 55% of its natural gas from Russia (NPR). The main risk factor, however, remains the
COVID-19 pandemic: IMF economists currently estimate that this will cost the global economy the nearly
inconceivable sum of around 22 trillion U.S. dollars between 2020 and 2025 (IMF). This is roughly equivalent to
the annual economic output of the USA or more than four times the gross domestic product in Germany. 

Overall Current Conditions

8



VIRTUAL ANALYSIS

The fashion retail industry has grown to immensely over the past decade. In 2020, during the height of the
pandemic, there were over 33 million people who bought second hand clothing for the first time, and 76% of that
population plans to increase their secondhand shopping habits (Berthiaume). It has been recently projected that
secondhand clothing sales will exceed twice the size of fast fashion sales by the year 2030 (Berthiaume). Not only
do 80% of Gen Z consumers favor secondhand shopping, young shoppers respect their peers who wear thrifted
apparel, making unique fashion statements and sustainable purchases (Khusainova). 

INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS
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$80B

GlobalData 2021 Market Sizing and Growth Estimates
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Opal is able to maintain the title of being the first VE firm to
create a platform that sells preloved clothing. When creating
Opal, we recognized a strong demand for secondhand clothing
to alleviate the harmful strain fast fashion has on our
environment. At the onset of our business, the Opal team
performed market research through focus groups and online
surveys, targeting high school business students. These market
research tools enabled us to obtain critical data about the shift
to thrift. Survey data revealed that 62% of respondents have
purchased secondhand fashion, while 85% stated that they are
open to purchasing secondhand in the near future. 
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open to purchasing

secondhand

85% Have purchased

secondhand fashion 

62%



 SOCIOECONOMIC
- Middle Income

- Employed or full-time
student

 DEMOGRAPHIC

 - Gen-Z consumers
ages 16 to 30
- Tech savvy 

 

 PSYCHOGRAPHIC

- Environmentally
conscious

- Open minded

GEOGRPAHIC

- United States 
 

BEHAVORIAL

- Preference for online &
mobile shopping 

- Conservative spender

1

MARKETING PLAN

TARGET MARKET & MARKET SEGMENTATION

After performing extensive market research, Opal has identified our target market as males and females, ages 16-30
with a middle income. Psychographically, Opal’s consumers are environmentally conscious and live eco-friendly
lifestyles. Opal’s consumers prefer shopping online while being mindful of their spending habits. As a start-up firm
emerging into this booming industry, we are putting a geographic concentration on the U.S. To fully understand our
target customer, we have developed a buyer persona, Noah. Noah is in his early 20s, loves biking, and is a
conservative spender. He embodies the target persona that Opal envisions. 

Environmentally
conscious

 Eco-friendly
lifestyle

Prefers biking 
Loves to thrift

 BUYER PERSONA: NOAH

% Of Consumers Who Shop Secondhand 

10 20 30 40

Gen Z

Millennials

Boomers

Gen X

42%

42%

32%

16%
20%

20%

40%

30%

2021

2020

2020/21 Stratista US Estimates  

110

Middle income
Conservative  
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$10 - $30 $60+$30-$60

$4  -  $12 $12 - $24 $24+

PEARL JADE RUBY

Sale Price 

Consignment
Price 

Brand
Examples

Opal's products consist of high-quality new or like-new men's, women's, and unisex apparel. All of our clothing is
separated and put into one of our three brand tiers: Pearl, Jade, and Ruby. Each garment is designated to a specific
tier depending on the quality, original retail price, and brand. Opal's quality management team meticulously inspects
each item upon receipt. When preparing their free shipping label on Opal's website, consignors indicate if they would
like Opal to donate items on their behalf that do not meet our strict quality standards. Opal's market research and
current seller patterns have concluded that over 95% of consignors will choose to donate unaccepted items to
charity rather than have those items returned. Another way in which we receive merchandise is through partnerships
with retail businesses. As referenced in the Appendix section of this business plan, Opal has entered into contracts
with several retailers to purchase their end-of-season inventory at 5% of the market value.
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PRODUCTS
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Sellers should continue by completing the Consignment Interest Form, filling out
information for each garment they plan to resell. This includes the type of garment, sizing,
brand, original price, and condition of the item.

 

Customers who are interested in consigning with Opal, may click
the "sell" tab on our website, which will guide them step-by-step
through the consignment process. Opal relies heavily on
consignment garments from individual sellers for inventory. 

After submitting the Interest Form, sellers will receive a free shipping label
via email. The seller is expected to supply packaging materials; Opal
encourages consignors to recycle previously used shipping boxes. 

After the garment(s) are received by Opal's Quality Management Team, they will be carefully  
inspected and sorted into one of three tiers - Pearl, Jade, or Ruby - based on quality, brand,
and original price of the garment. If a garment is deemed unacceptable in terms of quality
standards, it may be mailed back to the seller for a $10 shipping fee, or the seller can choose
to have Opal donate their item(s) to a non-profit organization, benefitting people in need.

The seller's debit card information will be entered in the Consignment Interest Form, which
will be used to pay consigners up front based, on the garment's assigned tier. 

The garment(s) will go through a preparation process that includes
Blue UV Light Antimicrobial Technology to properly disinfect clothing,
along with steaming and tagging. The garments will then be posted
on our website.

Inventory Acquisition Process 
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Opal employees are featured as style influencers
by sharing their favorite picks!

Opal is focused on selling affordable, high-quality items that will
appeal to young consumers. Prices are established in accordance
with this demographic of consumers. Opal's target market is
conscious of conservative spending habits, which is why we offer
discounted clothing bundles. Opal's price structure is divided into
three branding categories: Pearl, Jade, and Ruby. Varying pricing
tiers allow customers to shop within their desired price range and
brand preference.

PROMOTION
Market research, including surveys and focus groups, have led Opal to discover the most effective ways to
engage with our customers. Opal maintains an active presence on social media platforms that are frequently
visited by our target audience. Each social media channel has its own unique features, which Opal uses to our
advantage. For example, we are optimizing the use of Instagram and its story feature to maximize interactions
with our customers. With the utilization of marketing platforms such as Mail Chimp, our marketing and sales
teams can quickly and easily distribute promotions to other VE firms and customers on our email distribution
list. 

PRICING
BUNDLES

PEARL: $10-$30

JADE: $30-$60

RUBY: $60+
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PERCENTAGE BREAKDOWN OF SALES

1

PLACEMENT
Opal's customers can make purchases through our website, in-person and virtual trade shows, and social media,
primarily our Instagram account. This provides consumers with multiple different purchasing options. As a startup
business focused on building brand recognition, trade shows have produced the most revenue, generating 54% of total
sales. Opal's Technology Team is dedicated to continuously improving our website and adding new items daily to bring
in more traffic and generate an increase in online sales. For example, when adding an item to their cart, we notify
customers of how many other shoppers also have the item in their carts, in real-time. Items that are sold will be marked
as such on the website before being removed after 24 hours. These strategies create a sense of urgency for the
customer and lead them to quickly finalize purchases.
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 44%

36%

20%RUBY

JADE

PEARL

TRADESHOWS:
54.9%

OUT-OF-
NTEWORK:

31.1%

ONLINE:
9.3%

DIRECT:
4.7%

Within our three tiers - Pearl, Jade, and Ruby - the lowest
priced tier, Pearl, makes up the largest portion of our sales
at 44%. We believe this is primarily because consumers
within our target market are searching for more reasonably
priced garments. Following this preference, is the Jade tier
which encompasses a wider range of name-brand clothing.
While the Ruby tier has the lowest percentage of revenues,
our upcoming launches that focus on prom and wedding
seasons will encourage more sales.  



POSITIONING
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Opal is positioned as a user-friendly firm that approaches
our target market in an engaging way. Opal's website is
easy to navigate and our color palette portrays a fun,
young vibe while still maintaining a professional image.
The white background in our website emits a feeling of
honestly and transparency to consumers. Customer
testimonials reinforce the feeling of trust in our company.
Opal is positioned as a leader in the pre-loved clothing
market, the first of its kind in VE. Our mission is to share
our passion for saving the planet, lessening the
overwhelming amount of clothing that ends up in landfills,
and encouraging consumers to choose ethical, responsible
shopping habits. Customer testimonials provide honest
feedback which helps us continuously improve. 

BUSINESS RISKS

15

A potential challenge Opal may face as a start up firm, is a shortage of inventory. Because Opal relies on
consignment garments from individual sellers, it is important for the firm to stand out amongst competitors. To
directly combat this issue, Opal's "money up front" payout method will be appealing to consignors. Additionally, as
an online apparel store, customers lack a typical in store experience. For example, customers aren't able to
physically determine the sizing, or material of a garment. In response, Opal provides in depth garment descriptions
on our website, along with sizing guidelines by brand to ensure the perfect fit. Lastly, Opal guarantees free
exchanges to build trust with our customer base. Due to the Coronavirus Pandemic, the workforce has ultimately
shifted in terms of employment and sanitation regulations. In our warehouse, Opal employees maintain social
distancing in accordance with CDC Guidelines. In terms of sanitation, incoming consignment garments are stored in
our Blue Ultraviolet Compartment for 24 hours, while they are treated with Antimicrobial Light Technology in
preparation for their next life.

 Shortage of inventory

 Lack of in-store experience

 RISKS  SOLUTIONS
 "Money up-front" method is

more appealing to consignors

 Sizing guidelines available and
free exchanges

Covid-19 Pandemic  Safety regulations in
accordance with CDC
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RISK AND OPPORTUNITIES REPORT  

Low            Medium          High           Signifigant 

Research and devlopment
Procurement/ Acquisition
Supply Chain
Production
Environment & Safety 
Sales & Marketing 
Personal Management 
Cost Improvement 
Foreign Currencies
Taxes
Data Protection
External Incidents
Sustainability  

OVERVIEW OF GROUP RISKS
Risk Category Risk Classification 

RISK CLASSIFICATION MATRIX

As a global company, Opal cannot avoid external risks.
Increasing effects of climate change, natural disasters,
fires, accidents, and social-political upheaval across
countries and continents, can lead o business
interruptions or damage to a company’s assets. The
ongoing uncertainty regarding the further development
of the Russia/Ukraine conflict and its consequences
continues to pose high risks. With soaring commodity
prices and sweeping financial sanctions, the socio-
political and regulatory situation remains very tense.

significant
(≥ 7%)

 
high 

(≥ 5%)
 

medium 
(≥3%)

    
low

(<3%) 

significant
(≥ 7%)

 
high 

(≥ 5%)
 

 
medium 

(≥3%)
 

   low
(<3%) 

IDENTIFIED HIGH RISKS
Foreign Currencies External Factors
February 2022 was designated by Virtual Enterprises
International as International Trade Month. Prior to
this campaign, Opal had not actively pursued
international sales, or had to be overly concerned
about foreign exchange risk. To minimize the impact
of exchange rates, we enter into forward exchange
contracts with our international partners. As a
function of the development of the Euro relative to the
U.S. dollar, there may be both positive and negative
effects on sales and operating profits. However, the
contracts will hedge against the risk of an unfavorable
change in exchange rates. 

In order to achieve success and remain competitive, Opal proactively identifies potential risks. On the flip side,
seizing opportunities also means being willing to take a risk. We strive to achieve a balanced relationship between
opportunities and risks by weighing potential risks to secure the long term success of the company. Opal
measures risks based on the possible impact of the risk and the probability of occurrence. The following four
categories are used to asses the risk impact and likelihood: low, medium, high, and significant. 
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FINANCIAL PLAN

Opal began its first year of operation as a Virtual Enterprise company in October 2021. Reinforced by the financial
statements contained within the Financial Plan, Opal is in a financially sound position for a startup firm. Generally
accepted accounting principles, issued by the Financial Accounting Standards Board, were used to prepare Opal's
financial statements. The implementation of the GAAP method aids our firm in achieving clarity and consistency in the
planning of our accounting records. The straight line depreciation method was applied to calculate the reduction of
our assets' useful lives.

Initial funding for Opal was secured through a $150,000 loan with a 5.25% fixed interest rate over 5 years. Additionally,
Opal received $20,000 in seed money from VE for a total startup investment of $170,000. Opal used this money to
cover payroll, rent, utilities, office furniture, computers, equipment, office supplies, and starting inventory. These
critical purchases enabled Opal to kick start our business. 

Opal chose to pursue debt financing rather than equity financing in order to maintain control of our company and
avoid the volatility of a fluctuating stock market. Debt financing avoids the threat of investors pulling out of our
company. In our first fiscal year, Opal is projected to exceed $1.5 million in revenues. The Financial Team is happy to
announce that, as of February 2022, Opal has already surpassed $1 million in sales. Originally, Opal was expected to
break even in April 2022 which marks the end of our first fiscal year. However, Opal broke even in December 2021 due
to our presence at an in-person trade show which resulted in record high sales and partnerships formed with other VE
firms. Opal's total net income as of February 2022 is approximately $205,000 with a strong gross margin of 65%.

In keeping with Opal's B corporation status, our firm donates excess inventory quarterly to local outreach programs.
This socially responsible initiative has led to a B impact assessment score of 110 which is rated as "outstanding" by
the Standards Council. Opal keeps intricate records of which items have been repurposed as charitable donatations.

Liquidity Ratio

Profitability Ratios

1.6

4.3% 65%
Return on Assets Gross Profit Margin

Current Ratio

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
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BREAK EVEN ANALYSIS
Opal's break-even analysis calculates the amount of products Opal must sell to equal the firm's operating
expenses. Opal's average selling price per sale is $47.00 and the average cost of goods sold is $15.00. This
results in a median markup of $32.00. Opal has an annual fixed cost of $914,664.00 and an average profit rate
of 27.66%. Opal broke even at 2,700 units or $126,900 in sales. The financial team is happy to report that we
achieved the tremendous milestone of breaking even in December 2021, after only three months of business.

18

BREAK EVEN 
POINT

$126,900 Revenue
2,700 Units

Achieved in December 2021
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Opal's profit and loss statement indicates a gross profit of over $560,000 or approximately 60% of sales. Despite
the fact that Opal is a first year, start-up firm, we are thrilled to announce a strong net income of nearly $205,000.
Although significant expenses were incurred during our initial months of operations, this is to be expected for a
start-up business. Critical expenses such as wages, taxes, rent, and other purchases have shown to be costly.
Operating expenses include, but are not limited to shipping, office supplies, advertising, equipment, and trade
deals with other VE firms. Opal's total expenses amount to approximately $466,000 with our cost of goods sold at
$364,000. Opal's social media and trade show exposure have largely supported the firm's sales efforts, generating
a high revenue. In conclusion, Opal's meticulously planned budget has paid off, resulting in soaring sales and a
favorable profit. 

PROFIT & LOSS STATEMENT
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BALANCE SHEET
As evident in the firm's balance sheet, Opal has acquired approximately $475,000 in assets due to our rising
online sales and trade show revenues. Opal's main liability is the $150,000 loan acquired to kickstart our
business, which is being repaid in $2,874.900 monthly increments. In addition, Opal was awarded $20,000 in
seed money from VE International to start up our business. Inventory purchases also account for a large portion
of our liabilities. Since Opal is a resale clothing business, we must buy merchandise from consignors.
Fortunately, our strong gross margin of 65% provides a lucrative payout for our inventory purchases. Opal's
current liquidity ratio is 1.6. The liquidity rate shows that we can successfully handle future spending decisions,
unforeseen financial emergencies, and overall company growth.

20
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Opal projects to achieve a solid revenue stream of over 1.5 million dollars by the end of April 2022. Virtual
Enterprise places a cap on the amount of out-of-network sales that firms are permitted to make each month.
However, Opal has never fallen short on our out-of-network sales sales goals. Trade shows allude to the
majority of our revenue, while direct and online sales comprise a smaller portion of sales. From October to
February, Opal has exceeded our initial sales projections each month due to our dedicated sales team and our
strong partnerships with other VE firms. At Opal, we take our company goals very seriously, working as a
united group to not only achieve our goals, but surpass them. 

1

SALES PROJECTIONS
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BANK STATEMENT

Appendix

Ending February 28, 2022
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Loan Amortization Table
Opal obtained a $150,000 loan in order to kickstart
our business. Opal is repaying this loan over a 5
year period with a 5.25% fixed interest rate. Monthly
payments amount to $2,847.90. Due to the decision
to pursue debt financing, Opal maintains equity in
our business. 
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$150,000

5.25%

5 years

Loan Amount

Interest Rate

Term
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Inventory Contract
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Inventory Contract
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Inventory Contract
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Donation Contract
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